Learn about the security measures using current cases examples.

Your Compliance:
Information Security Course

To learn the "Risks" of information security in the workplace and home.

Characteristics
◆ To learn how problems in the workplace and home occur (e.g. loss of laptop/smartphone and leaking by virus), how to prevent and counter such problems.
◆ To think about the secure ways to utilize tools and services using current case examples of risks about using applications, SNS and others.
◆ To enhance your interest in information security by checking your own awareness and performance with self-check questions.

Curriculum
Introduction to the Course, Archive Cases and Summary PDF
Cases showed up in previous versions are available for reference.
Countermeasure Software is Not Perfect
Don't let your guard down when using SNS!

Chapter 1: Current Situation of Information Security
1-1 Information Leaking in Our Daily Lives
1-2 Ideal Condition of Information Security

Chapter 2: How to Prevent Threats in Our Daily Lives
2-1 Your Information is the Target: You might be an Attacker
2-2 Is Your PC Held Hostage? The Threat of Ransomware NEW
2-3 Targeted Online Banking
2-4 Dealing with emails
2-5 Is Tweeting Safe? –Information Transmission on the Internet–
2-6 Traps of Smartphone and the Cloud –Convenient, but Risky–
2-7 Not only on the Internet! ① Reconsider Your Information Security
2-8 Not only on the Internet! ② Loss of Smartphone, Notebook PC and Information Device

Who should take this course
All business persons

Supervisor
Nobuo Miwa
CEO, S&J Consulting Corp.

Course material outline
Expected learning time: 1hour
Shortest duration: 31minutes
Number of tests: 1 (automatic scoring)